
CASE STUDY

AD360 ensures Bank of South Pacific
has a clear view of their Windows Server
and Netapp Filter Environment

Business Needs
BSP is one of the largest and most successful banking organizations in the South Pacific, with a proud and 

established reputation in Papua New Guinea and a long history of highly successful business in the region. BSP, 

Fuji chose AD360's change auditing and monitoring module in order to have a thorough insight on the events in 

their Windows Server environment. Monitoring their employees' access to customers confidential data and to 

meet the various compliance requirements.

Solution
With the auditing module, BSP can see-through every event happening in their Windows Server and NetApp 

Filer environment with event specific 150+ reports and instant email alerts on sensitive files / unauthorized 

access events. Highlights being AD360's web based, cost effective varied auditing solution (Windows Active 

Directory, File Servers, Servers, Workstations and NetApp Filer.

Apart from the rich feature set, the web-based intuitive UI, ease of use and the cost-effective pricing model were 

the other key highlights that made choosing AD360 a no-brainer for BSP.

In addition to the Active Directory auditing module, BSP used the Active Directory management module to take 

care of all their AD management and reporting needs. This helped BSP to efficiently manage it's employee 

accounts and generate reports with the help of over 150 complete and comprehensive pre-installed reports for 

its Active Directory infrastructure.

Company: Bank of South Pacific Industry: Finance Country: Republic of Fiji

AD360 is an integrated identity and access management (IAM) solution for managing user identities, governing 
access to resources, enforcing security, and ensuring compliance. From user provisioning, self-service password 
management, and Active Directory change monitoring, to single sign-on (SSO) for enterprise applications, 
AD360 helps you perform all your IAM tasks with a simple, easy-to-use interface.  
 
AD360 provides all these functionalities for Windows Active Directory, Exchange Servers, and Office 365. With 
AD360, you can just choose the modules you need and start addressing IAM challenges across on-premises, 
cloud, and hybrid environments from within a single console.
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